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Sea of Strangers - Lang Leav 2018-01-09
This completely original collection of poetry and prose will not only
delight her avid fans but is sure to capture the imagination of a whole
new audience. With the turn of every page, Sea of Strangers invites you
to go beyond love and loss to explore themes of self-discovery and
empowerment as you navigate your way around the human heart.
Sovereign - April Daniels 2017-07-25
The highly anticipated sequel to Dreadnought, featuring “the most
exciting new superheroes in decades.” (Kirkus, starred review) Only nine
months after her debut as the superhero Dreadnought, Danny Tozer is
already a scarred veteran. Protecting a city the size of New Port is a
team-sized job and she’s doing it alone. Between her newfound celebrity
and her demanding cape duties, Dreadnought is stretched thin, and it’s
only going to get worse. When she crosses a newly discovered billionaire
supervillain, Dreadnought comes under attack from all quarters. From
her troubled family life to her disintegrating friendship with Calamity,
there’s no lever too cruel for this villain to use against her. She might be
hard to kill, but there's more than one way to destroy a hero. Before the
war is over, Dreadnought will be forced to confront parts of herself she
never wanted to acknowledge. And behind it all, an old enemy waits in
the wings, ready to unleash a plot that will scar the world forever.
Dirty Pretty Things - Michael Faudet 2016-06-21
He paints vivid pictures with intricate words and explores the compelling
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themes of love, loss, relationships, and sex. All beautifully captured in
poetry, prose, quotes, and little short stories. Michael lives in a house by
the sea in New Zealand with his girlfriend, international bestselling
author, Lang Leav.
Girl, Serpent, Thorn - Melissa Bashardoust 2020-07-07
Melissa Bashardoust's Girl, Serpent, Thorn is “an alluring feminist fairy
tale” (Kirkus) about a girl cursed to be poisonous to the touch and who
discovers what power might lie in such a curse. There was and there was
not, as all stories begin, a princess cursed to be poisonous to the touch.
But for Soraya, who has lived her life hidden away, apart from her family,
safe only in her gardens, it’s not just a story. As the day of her twin
brother’s wedding approaches, Soraya must decide if she’s willing to
step outside of the shadows for the first time. Below in the dungeon is a
demon who holds knowledge that she craves, the answer to her freedom.
And above is a young man who isn’t afraid of her, whose eyes linger not
with fear, but with an understanding of who she is beneath the poison.
Soraya thought she knew her place in the world, but when her choices
lead to consequences she never imagined, she begins to question who
she is and who she is becoming...human or demon. Princess or monster.
Because You'll Never Meet Me - Leah Thomas 2015-07-02
Ollie and Moritz are two teenagers who will never meet. Each of them
lives with a life-affecting illness. Contact with electricity sends Ollie into
debilitating seizures, while Moritz has a heart defect and is kept alive by
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an electronic pacemaker. If they did meet, Ollie would seize, but turning
off the pacemaker would kill Moritz. Through an exchange of letters, the
two boys develop a strong bond of friendship which becomes a lifeline
during dark times – until Moritz reveals that he holds the key to their
shared, sinister past, and has been keeping it from Ollie all along.
Daughter of the Burning City - Amanda Foody 2017-08-01
A darkly irresistible new fantasy set in the infamous Gomorrah Festival, a
traveling carnival of debauchery that caters to the strangest of dreams
and desires Sixteen-year-old Sorina has spent most of her life within the
smoldering borders of the Gomorrah Festival. Yet even among the many
unusual members of the traveling circus-city, Sorina stands apart as the
only illusion-worker born in hundreds of years. This rare talent allows
her to create illusions that others can see, feel and touch, with
personalities all their own. Her creations are her family, and together
they make up the cast of the Festival's Freak Show. But no matter how
lifelike they may seem, her illusions are still just that—illusions, and not
truly real. Or so she always believed…until one of them is murdered.
Desperate to protect her family, Sorina must track down the culprit and
determine how they killed a person who doesn't actually exist. Her
search for answers leads her to the self-proclaimed gossip-worker Luca.
Their investigation sends them through a haze of political turmoil and
forbidden romance, and into the most sinister corners of the Festival. But
as the killer continues murdering Sorina's illusions one by one, she must
unravel the horrifying truth before all her loved ones disappear.
Love & Misadventure - Lang Leav 2013-09-17
The journey from love to heartbreak to finding love again is personal yet
universal. Lang Leav's evocative love poetry speaks to the soul of anyone
who is on this journey. Leav has an unnerving ability to see inside the
hearts and minds of her readers. Her talent for translating complex
emotions with astonishing simplicity has won her a cult following of
devoted modern poetry fans from all over the world. Forget the dainty,
delicate love poems of yore; these little poems pack a mighty punch.
Lang Leav is a poet and internationally exhibiting artist. Her work
expresses the intricacies of love and loss. Love & Misadventure is her
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first poetry collection.
Sad Girls - Lang Leav 2017-05-30
School is almost out for Audrey, but the panic attacks are just beginning.
Because Audrey told a lie and now her classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as
her world begins to spin out of control, Audrey meets the enigmatic Rad
– the boy who could turn it all around. But will their ill-timed romance
drive her closer to the edge?
The Sky So Heavy - Claire Zorn 2013-08-01
This haunting dystopian novel thrillingly and realistically looks at a
nuclear winter from an Australian perspective.For Fin it's just like any
other day—racing for the school bus, bluffing his way through class, and
trying to remain cool in front of the most sophisticated girl in his
universe. Only it's not like any other day because, on the other side of the
world, nuclear missiles are being detonated. When Fin wakes up the next
morning, it's dark, bitterly cold, and snow is falling. There's no internet,
no phone, no TV, no power, and no parents. Nothing Fin's learned in
school could have prepared him for this. With his parents missing and
dwindling food and water supplies, Fin and his younger brother Max
must find a way to survive all on their own. When things are at their most
desperate, where can you go for help?
The Flowers You Left - Violet 2021-11-29
The flowers you left is a collection of 120 poems. This poetry book is an
open door that will take readers into the world of heartbreaks and
melancholic memories of losing someone you never had. It is written in a
simple and spontaneous fashion that will leave readers with an
overwhelmed feeling.
I'll Be There - Holly Goldberg Sloan 2011-05-17
Emily Bell believes in destiny. To her, being forced to sing a solo in the
church choir--despite her average voice--is fate: because it's while she's
singing that she first sees Sam. At first sight, they are connected. Sam
Border wishes he could escape, but there's nowhere for him to run. He
and his little brother, Riddle, have spent their entire lives constantly
uprooted by their unstable father. That is, until Sam sees Emily. That's
when everything changes. As Sam and Riddle are welcomed into the
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Bells' lives, they witness the warmth and protection of a family for the
first time. But when tragedy strikes, they're left fighting for survival in
the desolate wilderness, and wondering if they'll ever find a place where
they can belong. Beautifully written and emotionally profound, I'll Be
There is a gripping story that explores the complexities of teenage
passions, friendships, and loyalties.
Sad Girls - Lang Leav 2017
Schoolgirl Audrey starts suffering from panic attacks after a lie she told
left one of her classmates dead, but she finds hope in the form of Rad, a
boy who could turn her life around, but their romance may be ill-timed
and push her closer to the edge.
Before I Let Go - Marieke Nijkamp 2018-01-02
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Marieke Nijkamp (This Is
Where It Ends) comes Before I Let Go, an emotional thriller about a
suspicious death, a friend desperate for answers, and their small town's
sinister secrets. Best friends Corey and Kyra were inseparable in their
tiny snow-covered town of Lost Creek, Alaska. But as Kyra starts to
struggle with her bipolar disorder, Corey's family moves away. Worried
about what might happen in her absence, Corey makes Kyra promise that
she'll stay strong during the long, dark winter. Then, just days before
Corey is to visit, Kyra dies. Corey is devastated—and confused, because
Kyra said she wouldn't hurt herself. The entire Lost community speaks in
hushed tones, saying Kyra's death was meant to be. And they push Corey
away like she's a stranger. The further Corey investigates—and the more
questions she asks—the greater her suspicion grows. Lost is keeping
secrets—chilling secrets. Can she piece together the truth about Kyra's
death and survive her visit? Perfect for readers looking for: Mystery
books for teens Bipolar teen characters Asexual characters Praise for
Before I Let Go: A New York Times Bestseller! 2019 ALA Rainbow List
2018 Teen Choice Book of the Year Nominee "With exceptional handling
of everything from mental illness to guilt and a riveting, magic realist
narrative, this well wrought, haunting novel will stick with readers long
after the final page."—Booklist *STARRED REVIEW* "Compulsive
readability... Intriguingly spooky"—Kirkus Reviews "This sophomore
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novel from Nijkamp will haunt readers... The honest reflection of mental
illness, suicide, friendship, and being an outsider provides ample topics
for book discussion."—School Library Journal "[A] reflective examination
on love and returning home... Nijkamp has an uncommon talent for
drawing readers deep into the psyches of her characters."—Publishers
Weekly Also by Marieke Nijkamp: This Is Where It Ends Even If We
Break
Memories - Lang Leav 2015-10-06
For fans of Lang Leav, this beautiful gift book is a must-have! Beloved
pieces from Lullabies and Love & Misadventure are collected together in
this illustrated treasury. In addition, 35 new poems that have not been
published in any Lang Leav collection offer something new to discover.
The author's original art is presented in lovely four-color illustrations.
Lang Leav's evocative poetry in a gorgeous package with ribbon marker
and cloth spine is an irresistible gift for any poetry lover!
Kept - Maya Banks 2016-10-25
From the author of Mastered and Dominated comes the third of the
Enforcers novels. Kept is the searing story of a woman who finds
sanctuary in surrender... He can’t change who he is. A horrific childhood
has made Silas the man he is today: dangerous, distrustful and
demanding. He’s lived in self-imposed solitude, convinced that no woman
could ever accept his need for absolute control—in business and
pleasure. That is, until a young violinist walks into one of his buildings
and into his life. She can’t change what she wants. Hayley has been
struggling to fulfill her father’s dying wish: for her to attend a
prestigious music school in New York City. But even working multiple
jobs, she can’t afford the tiniest of apartments. Seeing her hopeless and
near tears, Silas vows to help and protect her, no matter the cost to
himself. But when Hayley meets his every demand with unwavering
acceptance and love, he is overwhelmed by her goodness and gentle
spirit. He knows that the dark stain on his soul can never be erased—and
rather than risk destroying the most beautiful person he's ever
experienced, he'll have to do the hardest thing he's ever had to do. Let
her go. But he's totally unprepared for the lengths to which Hayley will
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go to fight for his love and for a future brighter than the sun...
Crossbones - Kimberly Vale 2021-10-05
"The Blood Bell tolls, marking the death of the pirate king and the start
of the Trials--a heart-stopping competition where the reward is the Bone
Crown. Only one contender can claim the coveted island throne; each
will gamble life and limb to win."-Sad Girls - Lang Leav 2017-05-30
"Your first love isn't the first person you give your heart to--it's the first
one who breaks it." Sad Girls is the much anticipated debut novel from
international best-selling author Lang Leav. A beautifully written and
emotionally charged coming of age story, where young love, dark
secrets, and tragedy collide. School is almost out for Audrey, but the
panic attacks are just beginning. Because Audrey told a lie and now her
classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as her world begins to spin out of control,
Audrey meets the enigmatic Rad - the boy who could turn it all around.
But will their ill-timed romance drive her closer to the edge?
Lullabies - Fiona Watt 2005
Synopsis coming soon.......
Love Poems for Anxious People - John Kenney 2020-04-21
In the spirit of his New York Times bestseller Love Poems for Married
People and Love Poems for People with Children, as well as his wildly
popular New Yorker pieces, Thurber Prize-winner John Kenney presents
a hilarious new collection of poetry for anxious people. With the same
brilliant wit and hilarious realism that made Love Poems for Married
People and Love Poems for People with Children such hits, John Kenney
is back with a brand new collection of poems, this time taking on one of
the most common feelings in our day-and-age: anxiety. Kenney covers it
all, from awkward social interactions and insomnia to nervous ticks and
writing and rewriting that email.
I Hate Everyone But You - Gaby Dunn 2017-09-05
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A POPSUGAR "Best Young
Adult Book of 2017" Pick An Autumn 2017 Indie Next Pick! Named by
Bustle as one of the "16 Books The Internet Is Going To Be Obsessed
With This Year" A Barnes & Noble Pick for “Most Anticipated LGBTQIAP
sad-girls-by-lang-leav-pdf-pdf-for-free

YA Books of the Second Half of 2017” "Gaby Dunn and Allison Raskin
have captured everything about the pain and excitement of that first
terrifying, fabulous, confusing year on your own in college... In this
epistolary novel, you live day by day with Ava and Gen, deep inside that
friendship, so deep, it feels like it’s your own." —Francine Pascal,
bestselling author of the Sweet Valley High series Perfect for fans of
“Robin Talley’s What We Left Behind or Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl”
(School Library Journal, Starred Review), Gaby Dunn and Allison
Raskin’s I Hate Everyone But You is a hilarious and heartfelt debut novel
about new beginnings, love and heartbreak, and ultimately the power of
friendship. Dear Best Friend, I can already tell that I will hate everyone
but you. Sincerely, Ava Helmer (that brunette who won’t leave you alone)
We're still in the same room, you weirdo. Stop crying. G So begins a
series of texts and emails sent between two best friends, Ava and Gen, as
they head off to their first semesters of college on opposite sides of the
country. From first loves to weird roommates, heartbreak, self-discovery,
coming out and mental health, the two of them document every wild and
awkward moment to each other. But as each changes and grows into her
new life, will their friendship be able to survive the distance?
Stronger Than a Bronze Dragon - Mary Fan 2019-06-11
Liang Anlei wants a life of glory and revenge As a warrior who protects
her village from shadow spirits, Anlei has never been beyond the borders
of her town. All of that changes the day the viceroy and his fleet of
mechanical dragons arrives. It’s the protection her village is desperate
for, but it will only be given in exchange for Anlei’s hand in marriage.
Torn between wanting to protect her village and her own freedom, Anlei
is forced to make a sacrifice. The day before her wedding, she
encounters Tai, a young thief who is also trying to save his people.
Tempted by his quest and the thrill of glory it promises, the two embark
on an epic journey to the Courts of Hell to discover where the shadow
spirits come from. But the secret of their existence isn’t so easily solved.
Amid dark experiments and battles on magic-fueled airships, Anlei must
summon the courage to be the hero; to live the life she has always
dreamed of.
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The Other Side Of The Coin - Aiman Azlan, Ameen Misran 2014-10-17
"The Other Side of the Coin" offers an alternative perspective into topics
such as identity, love, education, community, and self-worth. These are
only a few essential topics that we need to look into, refine, and do a
societal self-reflection on. There is more than one side to any coin. It
means that with any one way of looking at something in life, there will be
a different way or different ways of looking at it.
Those Who Prey - Jennifer Moffett 2020-11-10
Sadie meets The Girls in this riveting debut psychological thriller about a
lonely college freshman seduced into joining a cult—and her desperate
attempt to escape before it’s too late. College life isn’t what Emily
expected. She expected to spend freshman year strolling through the ivycovered campus with new friends, finally feeling like she belonged.
Instead, she walks the campus alone, still not having found her place or
her people so far away from home. But then the Kingdom finds her. The
Kingdom, an exclusive on-campus group, offers everything Emily
expected out of college and more: acceptance, friends, a potential
boyfriend, and a chance to spend the summer on a mission trip to Italy.
But the trip is not what she thought it would be. Emily and the others are
stripped of their passports and money. They’re cut off from their families
back home. The Kingdom’s practices become increasingly manipulative
and dangerous… And someone ends up dead.
Rarity from the Hollow - Robert Eggleton 2018-05-14
Lacy Dawn's father relives the never ending Gulf War, her mother's teeth
are rotting out, and her best friend is murdered by the meanest daddy on
Earth. Life in the hollow is hard. She has one advantage - an android was
inserted into her life and is working with her to cure her parents. But, he
wants something in exchange. It's up to her to save the Universe. Lacy
Dawn doesn't mind saving the universe, but her family and friends come
first. An award winning adult social science fiction novel filled with
tragedy, comedy, and satire that raises funds to help abused children.
Frannie and Tru - Karen Hattrup 2016-05-31
“Absorbing, electrifying, and achingly relatable. Frannie and Tru is a
book with a pulse.” —Becky Albertalli, author of Simon vs. the Homo
sad-girls-by-lang-leav-pdf-pdf-for-free

Sapiens Agenda Perfect for fans of Prep and The Perks of Being a
Wallflower, Frannie and Tru is a dazzling YA debut about a
transformative summer in the life of a girl whose idol is not what he
seems. Frannie has always idolized her cousin Tru. At seventeen, Tru is
charismatic, rich, charming—everything fifteen-year-old Frannie wants to
be, and everything she’s not. So when Frannie overhears her parents
saying that after a bad coming-out experience Tru will be staying with
them in Baltimore for the summer, Frannie is excited and desperate to
impress him. But as Frannie gets swept up in Tru’s worldly way of life,
she starts to worry that it may all be a mask Tru wears to hide a dark
secret. And if Tru isn’t the person Frannie thought he was, what does
that mean for the new life she has built with him? Confronting issues of
race, class, and sexuality, Karen Hattrup weaves a powerful coming-ofage story that’s at once timeless and immediate, sharply observed, and
recognizable to anyone who has ever loved the idea of a person more
than the reality.
Love and Gravity - Samantha Sotto 2017-02-07
In this unforgettable novel for fans of One Day and The Time Traveler’s
Wife, a young Isaac Newton falls in love with a girl living in modern-day
San Francisco, defying the laws of physics to forge a seemingly
impossible connection. “Thoughtful, magical, and alive with romantic
alchemy, Love and Gravity is a rare gem of a book, both intellectual and
beautiful.”—New York Times bestselling author Sarah Addison Allen
Andrea Louviere is seven years old the first time he appears. While she’s
alone in her bedroom, practicing her beloved cello, the light shivers and
a crack forms in the wall. Through the crack, she sees a candle, a
window, a desk—and a boy. In the eerie silence, the boy clearly sees
Andrea too. Then, as quickly as it opened, the crack closes and he
vanishes. Over the years, summoning the boy becomes an obsession for
Andrea. On her seventeenth birthday, she receives a three-hundred-yearold love letter from Isaac Newton. Andrea knows that Isaac will change
the world with his groundbreaking discoveries; the letter tells Andrea
that she will change him. As Isaac’s letters intensify in passion and
intimacy, Andrea grows determined to follow his clues to their shared
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destiny—despite a burgeoning romance in the present. Only when she
discovers the way into Isaac’s time does Andrea realize that she faces a
heartbreaking decision between what was . . . and what might be. Praise
for Love and Gravity “Sotto’s remarkable story keeps the reader
guessing until the very end. . . . The imaginative blend of romance,
history, and paranormal is compulsively readable, hits all the romantic
high notes, and provides a novel explanation for the development of
calculus; highly recommended.”—Library Journal, (starred review) “Hard
to put down.”—Publishers Weekly “Ingenious.”—Dear Author “Creative
and heartfelt, this novel captured my imagination and my heart with
ease. . . . Samantha Sotto certainly gave us readers an original, almost
fanciful story that was filled to the brim with real and very raw
emotions.”—Harlequin Junkie “Catching right from the start . . . If you
like time travel romance novels, this book will not disappoint!”—The Lit
Bitch Praise for Samantha Sotto’s Before Ever After “I was floored by the
gutsy scope of this highly unusual love story. Before Ever After is one of
those books that challenges the natural laws of fiction writing, and
Samantha Sotto pulls it off in a frisky and highly entertaining
way.”—Anne Fortier, New York Times bestselling author of Juliet “I was
absolutely enchanted by Before Ever After. It’s a highly original and
engaging mix of romance, mystery, and magic that will challenge
everything you think you know about happily ever after.”—Jill Smolinski,
author of Objects of My Affection “A smartly written romance, mystery,
and historical adventure all wrapped up in a page-turner that will have
you guessing until the very end.”—Adena Halpern, author of The Ten
Best Days of My Life “Exquisitely written and inventively told, Before
Ever After is a beautiful, moving—and quite fun—exploration of what you
think you know about your own life.”—Melissa Senate, author of The
Love Goddess’ Cooking School
Girls of Paper and Fire - Natasha Ngan 2018-11-06
Uncover a riveting story of palace intrigue set in a sumptuous Asianinspired fantasy world in the breakout YA novel that Publisher's Weekly
calls "elegant and adrenaline-soaked." In this richly developed fantasy,
Lei is a member of the Paper caste, the lowest and most persecuted class
sad-girls-by-lang-leav-pdf-pdf-for-free

of people in Ikhara. She lives in a remote village with her father, where
the decade-old trauma of watching her mother snatched by royal guards
for an unknown fate still haunts her. Now, the guards are back and this
time it's Lei they're after -- the girl with the golden eyes whose rumored
beauty has piqued the king's interest. Over weeks of training in the
opulent but oppressive palace, Lei and eight other girls learns the skills
and charm that befit a king's consort. There, she does the unthinkable:
she falls in love. Her forbidden romance becomes enmeshed with an
explosive plot that threatens her world's entire way of life. Lei, still the
wide-eyed country girl at heart, must decide how far she's willing to go
for justice and revenge.
Dark Rise - C. S. Pacat 2021-09-28
* Instant New York Times Bestseller * Indie Bestseller * In this stunning
new fantasy novel from international bestselling author C. S. Pacat,
heroes and villains of a long-forgotten war are reborn and begin to draw
new battle lines. This epic fantasy with high-stakes romance will sit
perfectly on shelves next to beloved fantasy novels like the Infernal
Devices series, the Shadow and Bone trilogy, and the Red Queen series.
Sixteen-year-old dock boy Will is on the run, pursued by the men who
killed his mother. Then an old servant tells him of his destiny to fight
beside the Stewards, who have sworn to protect humanity if the Dark
King ever returns. Will is thrust into a world of magic, where he starts
training for a vital role in the oncoming battle against the Dark. As
London is threatened and old enmities are awakened, Will must stand
with the last heroes of the Light to prevent the fate that destroyed their
world from returning to destroy his own. Like V.E. Schwab’s A Darker
Shade of Magic and Shelby Mahurin’s Serpent & Dove, Dark Rise is more
than just high intrigue fantasy—it’s fast-paced, action-packed, and
completely surprising. Readers will love exploring the rich setting of
nineteenth-century London. This thrilling story of friendship, deception,
loyalty, and betrayal is sure to find a passionate audience of readers.
The Gift of Everything - Lang Leav 2021-11-16
International best-selling author Lang Leav presents The Gift of
Everything, a stunning hardcover gift book featuring her finest pieces to
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date, spanning across her world-renowned poetry and prose titles from
Love & Misadventure to Love Looks Pretty on You. In addition, this
beautifully conceived clothbound anthology includes 35 new poems as
well as original and arresting illustrations by the author. Lang’s
evocative words of love, loss, and self-empowerment have inspired
millions across the globe to seek their own voice through the healing
power of poetry. A definite must-have collection for all lovers of poetry
and prose. The Gift of Everything will thrill and delight fans of Lang Leav
as well as those yet to discover the enchanting world of one the most
celebrated poets in modern history.
Sad Birds Still Sing - Faraway Poetry 2019-10-15
Sad Birds Still Sing is a highly anticipated book of poetry from
anonymous author Faraway. In less than a year, he has become one of
the most recognizable figures on the platform where he writes:
Instagram (@farawaypoetry). In this book of selected poems and
writings, Faraway takes the reader on a journey of discovery, with a
message of hope running as the main artery through the pages. Sad
Birds Still Sing fearlessly dives into the depths of the human condition,
tackling topics such as new and old love, heartbreak, loss, anxiety, selflove, dreaming, and much more. With an emphasis on short-form poetry,
worlds and ideas, emotions and thoughts are woven together on the
pages.
Paper Hearts - Ali Novak 2017-07-04
"I'm sorry," he said, slowly untying the ribbon that held his mask in
place. "It's just-I didn't want you to think of me any differently."
Somehow I kept my mouth from falling open. I knew his face, but my
mind couldn't accept that he was the person looking down at me. "My
real name is Alec." Felicity has her entire future planned. Ever since her
older sister ran away, she's had the full weight of her mother's
expectations on her shoulders. So she works hard to get straight As and
save for college. Except sometimes the best things in life are unplannedlike when Felicity meets a handsome, masked stranger while she is
volunteering at a charity masquerade ball. She never thought he'd flirt
with her. And she certainly never thought he'd turn out to be a member
sad-girls-by-lang-leav-pdf-pdf-for-free

of the world-famous Heartbreakers band, Alec. Then Felicity uncovers a
shocking family secret. Suddenly, she, Alec, and her two best friends are
off on a road trip to find Felicity's missing sister. And she's about to
discover that unexpected turns have a peculiar way of landing her right
where she needs to be...
Playing with Matches - Michael Faudet 2021-11-23
Playing with Matches is the ultimate collector’s edition by internationally
best-selling poet, Michael Faudet. A beautiful hardcover gift book that
has been personally curated by the author featuring a compilation of the
best work from his five published books and thirty-five new pieces of
poetry and prose for readers to discover. A wonderful addition to any
bookshelf. To complement the exquisite and evocative poetry, prose, and
short stories, this gorgeous book also gives readers a private glimpse
into the author’s life. Comprising of black and white photographs taken
by Michael Faudet that capture the inspiration behind the writing.
Playing with Matches is a must-have for fans of Dirty Pretty Things,
Bitter Sweet Love, Smoke & Mirrors, Winter of Summers, and Cult of
Two. A poetry lover’s delight with an additional 35 new pieces never
before published in any Michael Faudet collection. An intricate
exploration of love, heartbreak, seduction, self-empowerment, and sex
that will spark your imagination and ignite the flames of passion that
burn inside all of us.
The Leaving - Tara Altebrando 2016-06-07
Six were taken. Eleven years later, five come back--with no idea of where
they've been. A riveting mystery for fans of We Were Liars. Eleven years
ago, six kindergartners went missing without a trace. After all that time,
the people left behind moved on, or tried to. Until today. Today five of
those kids return. They're sixteen, and they are . . . fine. Scarlett comes
home and finds a mom she barely recognizes, and doesn't really
recognize the person she's supposed to be, either. But she thinks she
remembers Lucas. Lucas remembers Scarlett, too, except they're entirely
unable to recall where they've been or what happened to them. Neither
of them remember the sixth victim, Max--the only one who hasn't come
back. Which leaves Max's sister, Avery, wanting answers. She wants to
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find her brother--dead or alive--and isn't buying this whole memory-loss
story. But as details of the disappearance begin to unfold, no one is
prepared for the truth. This unforgettable novel--with its rich characters,
high stakes, and plot twists--will leave readers breathless.
Five Ways to Fall - K.A. Tucker 2014-06-24
Sometimes you can’t change—and sometimes you just don’t want to.
Read Ben’s side of the Ten Tiny Breaths story in this romantic coming of
age novel by the beloved, top-selling indie author praised for her
“likeable characters, steamy liaisons, and surprising plot twists” (Kirkus
Reviews). Purple-haired, sharp-tongued Reese MacKay knows all about
making the wrong choice; she’s made plenty of them in her twenty-oddyears. So when her impulsive, short-lived marriage ends in heartbreak,
she decides it’s time for a change. She moves to Miami with the intention
of hitting reset on her irresponsible life, and she does quite well…aside
from an epically humiliating one-night stand in Cancun with a hot blond
bouncer named Ben. Thank God she can get on a plane and leave that
mistake behind her. Football scholarship and frat parties with hot
chicks? Part of charmer Ben Morris’s plan. Blown knee that kills any
hope of a professional football career? So not part of the plan. Luckily
Ben has brains to go with his knockout looks and magnetism. After three
long years of balancing law school with his job as a bouncer at Penny’s
Palace, he’s ready to lead a more mature life—until his first day of work,
when he finds himself in the office of that crazy, hot chick he met in
Cancun. The one he hasn’t stopped thinking about. If Ben truly were a
smart guy, he’d stay clear of Reese. She’s the boss’s stepdaughter and
it’s been made very clear that office romances are grounds for dismissal.
Plus, rumor has it she’s trouble. The only problem is, he likes trouble,
especially when it’s so good-looking…
Nowhere Near You - Leah Thomas 2018-02-13
Following up her acclaimed debut, Because You'll Never Meet Me, Leah
Thomas continues the stories of Ollie and Moritz in another heartwarming story of unique friendship
September Love - Lang Leav 2020-11-03
A book that will change the way you think about love, relationships,
sad-girls-by-lang-leav-pdf-pdf-for-free

heartbreak, and self-empowerment. Breaking the rules, challenging
perceptions, and exploring the secret desires we keep hidden from the
world. Beautifully composed and written by international bestselling
author Lang Leav, this new collection of poetry and prose will positively
influence your life. September Love captures the magic of each passing
season, a pearl of wisdom waiting to be discovered with every page
turned. A book that will inspire you to reach for the stars.
The Universe of Us - Lang Leav 2016-10-04
Planets, stars, and constellations feature prominently in this beautiful,
original poetry collection from Lang Leav. Inspired by the wonders of the
universe, the best-selling poetess writes about love and loss, hope and
hurt, being lost and found. Lang's poetry encompasses the breadth of
emotions we all experience and evokes universal feelings with her
skillfully crafted words.
The Last Beginning - Lauren James 2018-03-13
The epic conclusion to Lauren James's debut The Next Together about
true love and reincarnation. Sixteen years ago, after a scandal that
rocked the world, teenagers Katherine and Matthew vanished without a
trace. Now Clove Sutcliffe is determined to find her long lost relatives.
But where do you start looking for a couple who seem to have been
reincarnated at every key moment in history? Who were Kate and Matt?
Why were they born again and again? And who is the mysterious Ella,
who keeps appearing at every turn in Clove's investigation? For Clove,
there is a mystery to solve in the past and a love to find in the future, and
failure could cost the world everything.
Dangerous Girls - Abigail Haas 2014-05-06
While on spring break in Aruba, Anna is accused of her best friend's
death and must stand trial for murder in a foreign country.
Poemsia - Lang Leav 2019-10-01
When Verity stumbles on an old, mysterious book, Poemsia, she finds
herself suddenly thrust into the dizzying world of social media stardom,
where poets are the new rock stars and fame is sometimes just a click
away. International bestselling author Lang Leav takes you into the
shadowy world of contemporary poetry in this revealing and emotionally
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follow your dreams.

charged story about friendship, first love, betrayal, and the courage to
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